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Ampare PHP Encoder is a simple and light PHP encryption tool that allows
you to encode source files in such a manner that unauthorized users can
not understand it. Moreover, it can be configured for many users and
folder locations. Filesize 20.32 Date 2017-05-09 Rating Rated 1 out of 5
by Boardogre Simple To Use, but why This is a simple to use tool to
protect your php files when you want to make it difficult for other to
access and decode. The process is too simple, even for my 85 year old
mother. It doesn't recognize folders when the files are in those folders. I
gave it the folder of files I want to protect and put the files I want to
encode in that folder and selected the encode files I wanted to encode. I
had no warning that it was not going to encode the files I wanted. When it
finished, it made a folder where the files are encoded. Even though I
chose the folder before starting the process, it only encoded the files in
the folder I chose. I have the source folder, but not the encoded files in
the folder I need them. Date 2017-05-09 Rating Rated 5 out of 5 by MrC1
Just the job for me Installed this on some of our webpages and it works
fine. Date 2017-05-09 Rating Rated 5 out of 5 by Crabbydenim Great! I
have found this program to be very handy. It has lots of features, and
works very well! Date 2017-05-09 Rating Rated 4 out of 5 by Danbama
"The program works fine, as it says on the box! However, what's not on
the box is that it won't embed the files without all the parameters being
the same... just noticed this problem and am posting a screenshot.
Anyway, I will recommend it to someone else." Date 2017-05-09 Rating
Rated 5 out of 5 by socresan Good tool A simple and handy tool to protect
your php scripts. Date 2017-05-09 Rated 1 out of 5 by Joe90 Filename
Encoder breaks my files I ran the program on my text files that were in a
folder and it errored out on all of them. I'm trying to figure out how I
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Ampare PHP Encoder is a lightweight and simple to use application that
can help you protect your PHP scripts. It allows you to encode the source
code in such manner that no unauthorized users can read it. The program
allows you to obfuscate the code and thus render it unreadable, especially
to beginner users. Simplistic process, straightforward application Ampare
PHP Encoder is designed to be used by any users: its minimalistic
interface and simple commands allow you to encrypt files with two mouse
clicks. The main window features a work space in which you may view the
files added to the queue, as well as three command buttons. You may
manage the list of prepared files by appending it or by removing
unnecessary files, with the symbol buttons. The program does not support
adding files by dragging and dropping, nor loading entire folders. Saving
the obfuscated files at the desired location Ampare PHP Encoder can
process your files within a few seconds and allows you to save the result
at a specified location. The ‘Encode Now Defa’ button features a double
role: starts the encryption process and saves the file when the task is
finished. The PHP code contained in the source file is converted into an
apparently random character string, which cannot be used in
programming. Moreover, the program can only encode clean scripts. The
program creates a new container for the encrypted code, instead of
overwriting the original file. The supported input and output files are *.php
format and can be opened with specific programs. Quick encoding
process Ampare PHP Encoder can perform the PHP encoding within a few
seconds and saves the result at the desired location. It misses a few
convenience functions, such as add files by dragging and dropping them
into the interface or a shortcut to the output folder. However, the program
is lightweight, does not require installation and can process several files
at the same time. Ampare PHP Encoder Features: Protect PHP source code
from being read Useful for beginners as well as advanced users Reduces
the code size Encodes only clean scripts (no PHP functions) Ampare PHP
Encoder require: Windows 7/Vista/XP/8 256 MB RAM / 512 MB RAM
Encrypting files involves working with temporary files that are deleted
once they are used. You can set Ampare PHP Encoder to delete the
“temp” folder whenever it is created to ensure no extra files are created
and to save some space
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As you know that the Windows operating systems now are a major part of
the Internet users’ daily life, much efforts have been made to perform all
the necessary internet activities, in various browsers. As most of the
websites are installed on Windows, but as most of the Internet users are
using the Linux based OS, all the web browsers, like Mozilla Firefox,
Google Chrome or others are also available for Linux users. When you’re
using Windows operating system and for connecting to the Internet, you
need an antivirus software to scan your personal data. There are many
antiviruses software available in the market. You have to consider the
following factors while selecting the security software: Importance of
Microsoft Office: To use MS office you need to install Microsoft office, then
we need to install PC suite software, so that we can run the MS office
software. PC suite is a third party software used to work on windows. It
must be installed before installing the Microsoft office. If you are installed
by default Windows office then you don’t need to install PC Suite software.
If you want to work with MS office then we need to install PC Suite
software. Yes. PC Suite is an offline software that can help us to connect
the online MS Office software. It also provides the network connection for
MS Office. Some other applications are to provide the offline MS office.
Once you have installed PC Suite, you can use all the features of MS
office. 1. Use internet connection: If you have installed PC Suite and
working in the internet connection so than you can use MS office. But if
you don’t have any internet connection then you can’t work with the MS
office software. 2. Select MS office version to work: Now if you are using
the MS office 2007 then you can work with it without installing any other
software. If you want to use other Microsoft office software then you can
work it with the pc suite software. 3. Usage of online MS Office service:
You can use Office online service if you want to save the data and copy
from online MS office. 4. Security of PC Suite You have to install Microsoft
office on your Windows operating system before purchasing the PC Suite.
You need to use this software with the inbuilt firewall, so that it protects
your system. 5. Create files in MS office: You can save the data from MS
Office and create new file using this software. You can create a
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: Intel Dual-Core Processor with 3.2 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4
with 3.6 GHz or greater Memory: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk: 25 GB free space
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 / ATI Radeon HD 5750 or higher
recommended Recommended: Processor: Intel Quad Core Processor with
3.2 GHz /
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